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1. Event fact file 

Beijing 
Venue National Agriculture Exhibition Center, Beijing, 9-10 March 2013 

Opening hours 10:00-16:30 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 22,000 

Unique feature to 
give added value 

UK Border Agency – providing individual counselling service onsite 

GREAT Britain campaign visuals were present onsite to give the UK pavilion a 
integrated and stronger branding impact 

Shenyang 
Venue Royal Wanxin Hotel Shenyang,  12 March 2013 

Opening hours 13:00-18:00 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 17,000 

Unique feature to 
give added value 

GREAT Britain campaign visuals were present onsite to give the UK pavilion a 
integrated and stronger branding impact 

Xi’an 
Venue Crowne Plaza Xi’an, 14 March 2013 

Opening hours 13:00-18:00 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 17,000 

Unique feature to 
give added value 

GREAT Britain campaign visuals were present onsite to give the UK pavilion a 
integrated and stronger branding impact 

Shanghai 
Venue Shanghai East Asia Exhibition Hall, Shanghai, 16-17 March 2013 

Opening hours 10:00-16:30 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 22,000 
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Unique feature to 
give added value 

UK Border Agency – providing individual counselling service onsite 

GREAT Britain campaign visuals were present onsite to give the UK pavilion a 
integrated and stronger branding impact 

Hefei 
Venue Hilton Hefei, 19 March 2013 

Opening hours 13:00-18:00 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 17,000 

Fuzhou 
Venue Shangri-La Hotel Fuzhou, 21 March 2013 

Opening hours 13:00-18:00 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 17,000 

Guangzhou 
Venue Dongfang Hotel, 23-24 March 2013 

Opening hours 13:00-17:00 

Opened by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE) 

Stand costs CNY 22,000 

Unique feature to 
give added value 

UK Border Agency – providing individual counselling service onsite 

GREAT Britain campaign visuals were present onsite to give the UK pavilion a 
integrated and stronger branding impact 
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2. Key statistics 
National Attendance 

2013 2012 

Total number of visitors 19100 21,600 

Schools 1 8 

Further Education Institutions 6 10 

Higher Education institutions 45 46 

Others 3 3 

Total number of exhibitors 55 67 

   

National 
Visitors’ primary market interests 

2013 2012 

English Languange Training 6% 4% 

GCSE or A-levels 3% 3% 

Foundation and Undergraduate 26% 22% 

Postgraduate 66% 48% 

Vocational Training 5% 0% 

Vocational Qualification 1% 0% 

Others 0% 22% 

Total (Based on the number of responses, 
not the number of respondents as each 
respondent may provide multiple answers) 

417 responses 828 responses 

   

National 
Demographics of visitors 

2013 2012 

16-20 19% 21% 

21-24 42% 34% 

Age Groups 

25-34 22% 19% 
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35-44 5% 5% 

Others 4% 7% 

Professional 29% 26% 

Undergraduate 
Students/Graduate 
Students 

53% 46% 

School Students 8% 9% 

Current 
Identification 

Others 3% 5% 

Total (Based on the number of responses, 
not the number of respondents as each 
respondent may provide multiple answers) 

417 responses 828 responses 

*A full list of exhibitors can be found in Appendix 1 

 
City Breakdown 

 National Beijing Shenyang Xi’an Shanghai Hefei Fuzhou Guangzhou

Number of visitors to UK 
pavilion 19,100 11,000 900 700 3,500 N/A N/A 3,000 

Total number of visitors to 
China International Education 

Exhibition Tour 2013 1 
40,000 18,000 1,900 1,200 8,500 1,000 900 8,500 

Number of UK exhibitors 55 44 10 16 26 6 6 19 

Number of UK exhibitors 
registered through BC 20 18 4 9 10 3 3 6 

 
Media Coverage 

Number of Clippings 141 

Media Reach (10K) 1,142.23 

Media Value (CNY) 2,943,249 

                                                 

1 Source: Post-Show Report for the China International Education Exhibition Tour (CIEET) 2013, April 2013 
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3. Impact of marketing plan 
 
China International Education Exhibition Tour, approved by the Ministry of Education and organised by 
Chinese Service Center for Scholarly Exchange (CSCSE), is regarded as the largest international 
education events in China every spring.   
 
As the organiser of the UK pavilion which was featured with 55 UK exhibitors, the British Council worked 
closely with CSCSE and incorporated media channels of both parties to promote the event to a wider range 
of audience and maximise the marketing impact. A full media and promotion plan can be found in Appendix 
4. 
 
The British Council’s marketing campaign aims to:  
1) effectively enhance the general profile of UK education in all sectors 
2) highlight the diverse course provisions of this year’s exhibitors 
3) promote the exhibition to the most targeted groups of audience including prospective students, young 
professionals and their key influencers. 
 
Print and TV 
Before the launch of the exhibition tour, we proactively approached selected national and local key media 
outlets to achieve pre-event exposures. On behalf of the UK pavilion, we attended CSCSE’s press 
conference in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou and directly engaged with more than 90 key media 
contacts nationwide.  
 
The media story of the UK pavilion, ”Next stop, Education UK – The UK offers high-quality study and living 
experience for international students”, was covered by many mass-circulated print media and was later 
disseminated extensively online. Feature stories focusing on the UK’s visa policies on Tier 4 General 
Students and available visa routes for post-study work were also provided to key media based on their 
requests.    
 
Online promotion  
The onsite visitor survey suggested online promotion through relevant websites was still the most effective 
promotional channel. 60% of the visitors had been exposed to the exhibition tour’s information online either 
via national digital news portals, the Education UK official website in China, or the exhibition tour’s official 
website.      
 
Meanwhile, popular social media portals such as Sina Weibo, Tencent Weibo and WeChat were all used for 
exhibition promotion. The Education UK account currently has 65,000 followers on Sina Weibo and 350,000 
followers on Tencent Weibo, which make these platforms very effective in generating interest from targeted 
student groups and young professionals. 
 
Direct mailing was used to distribute exhibition e-flyers to over 100,000 active Education UK online 
members across the country.  
 
Offline promotion  
Education UK publications including U-Post and Education UK Exhibition Guide with detailed UK pavilion 
information were distributed at selected universities and schools in all exhibition cities prior to the expo. The 
visitor survey results demonstrate that 45% of the visitors received the exhibition tour information via the 
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universities or schools in which they studied in. 32% of the visitors found out the event information from 
their classmates or friends. 
 

4. Conclusions and follow up 

4.1 Key recommendations for institutions 
• Increasing demands from visitors for information on pre-university level study options 

Based on the onsite visitor survey and the British Council staff’s observation, there have been a 
significantly growing number of exhibition visitors expressing their interest in pre-university level 
education in the UK in the recent two years. Compared to university students who are capable of 
sourcing relevant educational opportunities online, school students and their parents often find it difficult 
to source necessary information by themselves due to their lack of English language skills. Traditionally 
they would seek support from local education agents although they have increasing concerns with 
agents’ credibility and integrity.  

Education exhibitions provide a unique opportunity for these prospective school students and their 
parents to have direct communication with UK schools, colleges and universities, and acquire the 
information that they consider to be the most reliable and updated. Apart from postgraduate level 
courses, A-level courses, foundation and other pathway programmes appear to be very popular among 
exhibition visitors. We would encourage more schools and institutions offering pre-university level 
courses to attend future exhibitions to offer diverse education provisions to the target audience. Also we 
will advise representatives from UK universities to be better prepared in taking questions on relevant 
foundation and pathway programmes. Specifically produced Chinese information leaflets and Chinese 
hotline services can be very helpful to support school students and their parents’ decision making.   

 

• Visitors’ complaints on the presence of education agents at a few exhibitors’ stands 
We received a few complaints from visitors about their unsatisfactory experience of having consultation 
with agents at a few UK institutions’ exhibition stands. Instead of giving direct answers to visitors’ 
questions, some agent staffs tried hard to sell their education services onsite. For some adult students 
who have done their information research and have no intentions to seek agents’ help, it is seen as a 
waste of time if their questions can not be answered in a straight-forward way. Moreover, some visitors 
considered the information they received from university representatives was more reliable than that of 
education agents. We would suggest all UK exhibitors send at least one of member of staff to attend the 
exhibition. When agents’ onsite support is necessary, it is important to give the agent a thorough 
briefing prior to the exhibitions. It is also worthwhile reminding the attending agents that they should 
focus on promoting the specific institutions’ programmes only throughout the exhibitions. 

 

• Use rankings in a rational way 
Many exhibitors are quoting rankings to attract audience’s attention and it has been proved to be 
effective for profile enhancing and course promotion in the China market. However, there are an 
increasing number of students and parents feeling confused about the different results of rankings 
quoted by exhibitors. Some students started to show interest in learning the key factors behind each of 
the major rankings. To cope with the target audience who are getting more knowledgeable in rankings, 
it is helpful for exhibitors to do some research and figure out the rationale behind these rankings and 
further understand how to utilise the ranking figures more effectively in terms of strengthening the 
competitive advantages of their institutions to the visitors.  
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• Visitors are interested to learn what career development support they can receive from UK 
institutions after their graduation  

Before pursuing overseas studies, many students, as well as their parents, have realised the fierce 
competition that they will have to face in job hunting after graduation.  For some students who have 
plans of working and living in the UK after graduation, the career development support that they can 
have from the universities seems even more crucial. We suggest all exhibitors can collect some 
updated detailed information about their institutions’ career services, and if possible, some generic 
information on the labour market status in the UK and China. British Council China organises career 
advisors’ workshops every year in the UK to introduce updates on the Chinese job market, employers’ 
recruitment strategy and practical operation information.  Career offices may be able to share helpful 
information that they collected at these workshops.   

 

• Creative and innovative stand decorations are well received by young visitors 
Many UK exhibitors have put extra investment in to decorating their stands to attract more visitors. 
Onsite visitors suggest exhibitors may play interesting promotional films, use fashionably designed 
banners (try to avoid traditional pull-up banners), and display students’ artworks to generate traffic. How 
to be creative and innovative is the key issue that exhibitors should consider when producing stands 
decorations in order to catch young visitors’ changing tastes. The British Council will also continue to 
ensure the UK pavilion showcases a strong branding presence.  

 

• Increasing demands for wrap-around campus activities 

As there were very limited time slots for seminars during the exhibitions, visitors expressed their interest 
in attending wrap-around activities on campus. Some visitors suggested they were not very keen on 
attending generic promotional events (i.e. introduction to programmes/courses) as they had already got 
easy access to this information online. Instead, demo classes and workshops could be better received 
because they may get a true taste of studying and research in the UK. 

 

4.2 Key recommendations for the British Council 
Below is a summary of areas commented on by institutions and our response in terms of follow-up actions. 
Suggestions and comments received from institutions are listed in full in Appendix 3. 
 

• Participation figures 

The exhibition tour in 2013 experienced a minor drop in the overall participation figures based on the post-
show report published by CSCSE. Based on some exhibitors’ feedback, the participation figures dropped 
significantly in Shanghai and some second tier cities.   

Nowadays, prospective students normally have multiple channels to easily access programme information 
from their target UK institutions. Thus, some of the Chinese audience tend to acquire all the information 
online, which may lead to the drop of exhibition’s participation figures. However, our exhibitor survey 
suggested 59 per cent of the UK exhibitors still considered the exhibition tour as a cost effective event in 
terms of student recruitment and more importantly, brand and profile enhancement in the Chinese market.  
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the impact of communication. We will also approach the local education agents and training schools in a 
more proactive manner to deliver the event message to a wider range of local audience and encourage 
their participation in the exhibition tour. In addition, we will place a focus on these cities when planning the 
exhibition wrap-around activities in campus as well as other Education UK’s marketing projects around the 
exhibition period to improve the exposure of the exhibition tour among the target audience.  

 

• The effectiveness of wrap-around events 

At the China International Education Exhibition Tour 2013, the British Council provided a series of 
chargeable wrap-around promotional opportunities for UK exhibitors to maximise the impact of their visit to 
China. Among all these promotional opportunities, themed lectures at local schools and universities 
received very positive feedback from both participating UK exhibitors and the local partner schools and 
universities. The participating institutions also took the opportunity to establish new conversations on 
potential partnership in staff exchange and joint programmes. The initiative of advertisement on the 
Education UK exhibition guide was also well received by exhibitors. There were more than 4,000 copies of 
exhibition guides distributed to onsite visitors across the country.  

However, another promotional initiative – the QR code display and game – was not as successful as we 
expected. With a very small number of exhibitors showing interest in it, the display did not effectively 
generate a significant number of visitors to the participating exhibitors’ stands either. We have carefully 
reviewed the outcomes of this initiative, collected feedback from the participating institutions, and 
summarised the learning points, which will surely contribute to the success of future projects and services 
that we plan and develop for our UK partners.  

Based on the onsite exhibitor survey conducted by the British Council, 95 per cent of the UK exhibitors are 
interested in participating in the wrap-around activities organised by the British Council. The most 
welcomed formats of activities include: a) Information day at local institutions (46%); b) Demo class (41%); 
c) Information day at training schools (34%). We will carefully plan the future wrap-around activities based 
on the survey results and the market demands. We are also keen to hear about any other ideas that UK 
institutions would like to share with us.  

 

• WiFi connection at the exhibition venues 
Some exhibitors suggested that it would be very helpful if the pavilion could be covered by WiFi so they 
could use their laptops to do some demonstrations to visitors. We have checked with the Chinese organiser 
of the exhibition tour for the possibility of this arrangement in the future and confirmed that most exhibition 
venues were not equipped with WiFi connections. The Chinese exhibition services company Reliable will 
consider providing chargeable 3G connection equipment on exhibitors’ requests in next year’s exhibition.   

 

• Onsite services provided by Reliable, the exhibition services company 
Several exhibitors complained about the inefficient onsite services they received from the exhibition supplier, 
Reliable. We have passed on the feedback in detail.  to the Chinese organiser of the exhibition tour. The 
British Council and the Chinese organiser will work together to monitor the improvement of services for next 
year’s exhibition.   
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Appendix 1: List of participating institutions 

 

Institution Name BJ SY XA SH HF FZ GZ 
Aberystwyth University 1   1   1 
University of the Arts London 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Bath Spa University 1   1   1 
University of Birmingham 1   1   1 
University College Birmingham 1   1 1  1 
Birmingham City University 1       
Bournemouth University 1       
BPP University College 2   1    
University of Bradford 1   1   1 
University of Brighton 1  1 1    
Brunel University 1       
Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University   1     
The University of Central Lancashire    1    
University of Chester 1   1    
Coventry University 1       
University for the Creative Arts (UCA) 1  1 1   1 
De Montfort University, Leicester 2       
University of Dundee 1       
University of East Anglia 1       
University of Essex       1 
Heriot-Watt University 1  1 1   1 
University of Huddersfield       1 
The University of Hull 1   1  1  
ICAEW 1   1    
LAL Language Centres 1   1    
University of Leeds  1 1     
Leeds College of Art 1   1    
Leeds Metropolitan University 1 1 1 1   1 
London South Bank University 1 1 1 1   1 
Manchester Metropolitan University 1  1   1  
Istituto Marangoni  1       
The University of Northampton 1      1 
Northumbria University (Newcastle)     1   
University of Portsmouth 1 1   1 1  
Queen Ethelburga’s Collegiate 1   1   1 
Queen Mary, University of London 1       
Robert Gordon University   1     
The University of Salford 1  1     
Sheffield Hallam University 1   1    
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SOAS, University of London  1       
St. Andrew's College, Cambridge 1      1 
University of Sunderland  1 1  1   1 
UK Boarding Schools 1   1   1 
University of Warwick 1  1 1  1 1 
University of West London 1   1    
York St. John University 1      1 
College of International Education, Oxford 1 1 1     
Newcastle University 1  1 1    
Oxford Tutorial College    1 1 1  
Queen's University Belfast  1 1     
University of Wales Trinity Saint David 1       
Goldsmiths College, University of London   1     
Oxford International College 1   1 1   

Crest Overseas Guardians Ltd 1   1    

University of Liverpool    1   1 
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Appendix 2: Visitors’ survey results 
 

Total Respondent: 417 responses 
1. Have you achieved what you expected through the event? 
Satisfied Strongly 118 28% 

Satisfied 232 56% 

Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 88 21% 

Unsatisfied 2 0% 

Strongly unsatisfied 
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1 0% 

2. Please give your evaluation to this event 

Satisfied Strongly 112 27% 

Satisfied 240 58% 

Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 86 21% 

Unsatisfied 4 1% 

Strongly unsatisfied 1 0% 

3. I have received new knowledge, useful information and skills through this event 

Agree strongly 101 24% 

Agree in general 240 58% 

Neither agree nor disagree 93 22% 

Disagree 3 1% 

Strongly disagree 2 0% 

4. Information Channels (Multi-Choice) 

Friends/Classmates 132 32% 

Parents 66 16% 

Teachers/Universities/Schools 188 45% 

Websites 251 60% 

Agents 113 27% 

Language Training Schools 97 23% 

British Embassy and Its Events 91 22% 
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TV Programmes 70 17% 

Others 20 5% 

5. Course of Overseas Study (Multi-Choice) 

English Language Training 26 6% 

GCSE or A-levels 12 3% 

Foundation and Undergraduate 109 26% 

Postgraduate 275 66% 

Vocational Training 19 5% 

Vocational Qualification 4 1% 

6. Subject Selection (Multi-Choice, no more than 3) 

Applied and Pure Sciences    44 11% 

Medical Studies 82 20% 

Social Sciences and Media 110 26% 

Sport, Leisure, Hospitality and Tourism 69 17% 

Built and Natural Environment 48 12% 

Humanities 120 29% 

Engineering and Technology 91 22% 

Management, Business, Finance and MBAs 169 41% 

Computer, Mathematics and IT 86 21% 

Law 80 19% 

English Language 138 33% 

Visual and Creative Arts 55 13% 

7. Preferred Study Destination (Multi-Choice) 

UK 257 62% 

USA 227 54% 

Australia 128 31% 

Canada 108 26% 

New Zeland 41 10% 

France 51 12% 
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Germany 89 21% 

Japan 36 9% 

Korea 33 8% 

Singapore 43 10% 

Malaysia 10 2% 

Others 14 3% 

8. Influencing Factors in Choosing Overseas Education (Multi-Choice, no more than 3) 

Quality of Education 252 60% 

Admission Requirement 131 31% 

Variety of Choices 107 26% 

Tuition and Living Cost 224 54% 

Scholarship Accessibility 109 26% 

Career Prospects 228 55% 

Visa Access 57 14% 

Living Condition 98 24% 

Available Friends/Relatives 29 7% 

9. Recognised Strengths of UK Education (Multi-Choice, no more than 3) 

Reasonable Tuition Fee 56 13% 

Short Course Duration 156 37% 

High Quality 257 62% 

Innovative Teaching Method 71 17% 

Global Recognition 156 37% 

Pragmatic Courses 55 13% 

Easy Visa Access 42 10% 

NHS Service 89 21% 

Available Scholarships 62 15% 

Taking Part-time Job 36 9% 

Career Enhancement 103 25% 
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Advanced Research 114 27% 

Variety of Choices 51 12% 

10. Recognised Weaknesses of UK Education (Multi-Choice, no more than 3) 

High Tuition Fees 219 53% 

Conservative Environment 83 20% 

Too Much Workload on Courses 153 37% 

Limited Choice 85 20% 

Poor Career Prospects 110 26% 

Immigration Control 95 23% 

Course Duration is Too Short 35 8% 

Poor Quality 31 7% 

Difficult Visa Access 135 32% 

Strict Language Requirement 162 39% 

Too Few Chinese Students 39 9% 

Too Many Chinese Students 47 11% 

11. How do you plan to apply for study in the UK? 

Through Current School/University 81 19% 

Apply to Institutions Directly 194 47% 

Through Agents 173 41% 
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Appendix 3: Exhibitors’ survey results 
 

Total Respondent 41 respondents 

1. How do you rate the quality of the pre event support you received from the Chinese 
exhibition supplier – Reliable Exhibition Services Ltd.?  

Excellent 14 34%

Good 24 59%

Poor 3 7%

2. How do you rate the quality of the support that you received during the exhibition from the 
Chinese exhibition supplier – Reliable Exhibition Services Ltd.? 

Excellent 10 24%

Good 28 68%

Poor 3 7%

Comments: 

• We were not aware that they were here. 

• Poor. The stands were not hovered, the chairs dirty and the carpet was torn. 

3. For future planning, how can the British Council help to maximise the impact and benefits 
of your visit to China?  

PR 18 44%

Branding of Education UK Pavilion 15 37%

Market Briefing 14 34%

Wrap-around Activities 15 37%

Others 0 0%

Comments: 

• Get a better booth location for the UK pavilion 

• Create workshop opportunities 

• It would be good to have supporting BC workshops around the event, perhaps with subject 
specific focuses 

• Networking events after the exhibition 

• More advertising opportunities 

• Introduction to potential partners with art and design specialism 

• A-level / international school tour would be excellent 
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4. Do you welcome any wrap-around activities organised by BC around the time of the 
exhibition? 

Yes 39 95%

No 2 5%

If yes, what kind of activities you are interested in? 

Augmented Reality and innovations corner 8 20%

Information Day at Training School 14 34%

Information Day at Local Institutions 19 46%

Presentation at BC office 12 29%

Partnership Brokering Event (with Chinese institutions) 11 27%

Demo Class 17 41%

Others 1 2%

5. Do you see the exhibition as a cost effective promotion channel to your institution? 

Yes 24 59%

No 13 32%

6. Do you think you will attend the same event next year? 

Yes 16 39%

No 7 17%

Undecided 17 41%

 

7. What recommendations do you have for the future of this particular event for the British Council?  

• Excellent exhibition in Beijing. Good venue and effective branding of the UK pavilion. Wifi would be 
helpful. 

• Event support from the British Council was excellent. 

• The location of the venue in Beijing is not ideal. The previous venue (International Trade Center) 
was better.  

• For Tier 2 cities, please host the event at weekend (Saturday or Sunday). This time Xi’an exhibition 
was on Thursday and very few students came to the event.  

• Xi’an VS Beijing, number of inquiries received: 2 VS 52 

• Shanghai exhibition needs more students to come. 

• Shanghai exhibition was the least effective exhibition. It is a very mature market now. The student 
attendance was very low though the organisation of the event was OK.  
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• We would like to see focused subject specific events to attract the most targeted school students as 
well as university students for BA and Postgraduate market.  

• We now book the event through our China office and were informed very late about the change of 
location. It would be good to understand whether there is a better way for us to book in future in 
order to get British Council’s communications around the time of the event?  

• The courier company required a copy of all documents in PDF. It would have been useful to have 
warning of this requirement to plan better. 
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Appendix 4: Media and promotion plan 

 Portal Format 

21st Century 
Newspaper Pre-exhibition feature story  

Beijing Morning 
Post Pre-exhibition feature story  

Global Times 
Beijing Version Pre-exhibition feature story on UK’s cutting-edge courses 

Print 

Modern Education Pre-exhibition feature story and international education 
trends 

TV BTV (Beijing TV) 
BTV Morning News – Pre-exhibition interview on Education 
UK generic information and onsite interview on highlights of 
the UK pavilion  

Education UK 
Official Website 

Exhibition feature page with exhibition tour schedule and 
exhibitor list 

Education UK 
Weibo Platforms 

(a.k.a. the Chinese 
version of Twitter)  

Exhibition promotion on Education UK Sina Weibo with 
65,000 followers and Education UK QQ Weibo with 350,000 
followers 

eDM 
Direct mailing campaign to over 100,000 active Education 
UK members who are geographically located in the seven 
exhibition cities. 

Online Chat on 
QQ.com 

Interactive Interview with Chinese netizens on QQ.com, 
providing generic UK education information 

Online 

Online Chat on 
Sohu.com 

Interactive Interview with Chinese netizens on Sina.com, 
providing generic UK education information 

China International 
Education 

Exhibition Tour 
2013 Press 

Conference in 
Beijing, Shanghai 
and Guangzhou 

Organised by Chinese Service Center for Scholarly 
Exchange, the organiser for the exhibition tour, the press 
conference was attended by nearly 100 national and local 
media. British Council was invited to the conferences to 
introduce the UK pavilion to the media and provide updates 
on UK education and student visa policies. 

Offline 
promotional 

activities 

Agent Exhibitions 
and Events 

Exhibition promotion to prospective students at agent 
exhibitions and events  

U-Post 
U-Post e-newsletter to more than 70,000 online subscribers;  

7,000 hard copies of U-Post to local universities and 
international schools 

Promotional 
publications 

Education UK Generic information about UK education system and 



 

Generic Brochure different levels of study programmes 

Education UK 
Exhibition Guide 

UK exhibitors’ English and Chinese name lists and booth 
numbers in each exhibition city; Institutional profiles of 
selected exhibitors and introduction to the British Council’s 
upcoming education projects.  

Subject/Sector 
Specific Booklets 

Subject/Sector Specific Booklets produced by the British 
Council in the recent 2 years. Sector booklets include PhD, 
boarding school and summer school programmes booklets; 
Subject booklets include Arts and Design, Computer 
Science, Sports Management, and Social Sciences 
booklets. 

Club UK British Council’s international student life magazine 
introducing students’ study and living experience in the UK 

 

Print Coverage 

Beijing Morning Post (Media Coverage: 400,000) 

 

Global Times Beijing Version (Media Coverage: 2,000,000) 
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Modern Education (Media Coverage: 180,000) 
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21st Century Newspaper (Media Coverage: 550,000) 

 

TV report 

BTV- BTV Morning News (Media Coverage: 11,810,000) 
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Online coverage  

Chinadaily.com.cn 

 

ifeng.com 

 

Education Online (eol.com.cn) Xinhua.net 

 

Education UK Online Chat on QQ.com 

 

Education UK Online Chat on Sohu.com 
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Promotional publications  

Education UK Exhibition Guidebook 

 

Education UK Generic Information Brochure 

 

UK PhD Courses Promotional Booklet 

 

UK Sports Management Courses Promotional 
Booklet 

 

UK Arts and Design Courses Promotional Booklet 

 

UK Computer Science Courses Promotional Booklet 
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Appendix 5: Exhibition photos (Beijing and Shanghai exhibitions) 
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